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Functions Review 2
. 1 Two jars contain a total of 30 nuts between them. Then, I take six out of the

first jar, and all but four are taken out of the second jar. Write a function
relating the amount in my jar now to the amount taken out of the other.

a) Fill in the table to the right.

b) Using the labels A, B, C, and D, write down as functions
the three relationships that you can take directly from the
problem statement.

c) Show how to combine those functions to relate the amount in my jar now (A) to the amount taken
out of the other jar (D).

. 2 Three years ago, Alice and Bob had a combined age of 24. Today, Bob and Charlie have an average
age of 15.

a) Fill in the table to the right.

b) Using the labels given, write down as functions all the relationships you can get directly from the
problem.

c) Show how to combine those relationships to relate Alice's age now to Charlie's age now.



T = 30

T→–16→A

A→–5→B
B→ →+16→C

As you read through the problems below, you may wish to try out some sample numbers as you read the
problem to help you recognize what relationships the problem is telling you.

Example: "I start out with some amount of milk."
(I'll just make up a number and say that you have 30 cups.)
"I split 16 cups of it between Brett and Carl, and given the rest to Alan."
(Alan has 14 cups.)
"Brett got five less than Alan."
(That means Brett has 9 - I am subtracting five to get him. Carl has 7 - I am
subtracting 9 from 16 to get that.)You can check your answers below, but the point is
to be able to show how you got that answer.

. 3 I have 50 socks in a drawer, some white and some black. I pull out a handful that contains six white
socks and fourteen black. What is the relationship now between the number of white socks and the
number of black in the drawer?

. 4 I have 50 pennies, of which I give some number to Fred. He gives 26 of them to Carl, and Carl then
gives some to Tom. If Tom now has four less than Fred, how is the amount that Carl has now related
to the amount that I have now?

. 5 John lives in the tenth house on my street. Robert and Max both live the same distance from John, but
in opposite directions. Peter lives five houses west of Max, and Earl and Peter also both live equal
distances from John. How is Earl's position on the street related to Robert's?

Answers: 3) There are a total of 30 socks. 4) I have seven more than Carl. 5) Earl is five east of Robert.
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